Abstract. Under general hypotheses, we prove the existence of a nontrivial solution for the equation Lu = N(u), where u belongs to a Hilbert space H , L is an invertible continuous selfadjoint operator, and N is superlinear. We are particularly interested in the case where L is strongly indefinite and N is not compact. We apply the result to the Choquard-Pekar equation
Introduction
Let H be a real Hilbert space with scalar product (•, •) and norm || • ||. We consider in H the equation We call L strongly indefinite if the dimensions of H+ and //_ are infinite. The equation (1.1) has been considered in some recent papers [1, [5] [6] [7] [8] (see also [3, 4, [9] [10] [11] for related problems). In this article we give a new existence theorem for (1.1). The proof given is simpler and the theorem can be applied to treat a larger class of nonlinearities. In particular, we can handle an equation of the form
,/e3 I* -y\ (the function p e L°°(R3) is periodic), which is referred to in the solid-state physics literature as a Choquard-Pekar equation. Note that the linear part of (1.4) is in general strongly indefinite. Due to the fact that the nonlinear part is not compact, the "linking theorems" of Benci-Rabinowitz and their generalizations, which played in [5] [6] [7] [8] a crucial role in the discussion of (1.1), cannot be used. They require, indeed at a deep level, the compactness of the nonlinearity.
The general result
We suppose that there exists tf> e C2(H, K) such that Finally, if N is compact then (H5) holds. Indeed, if {«"} satisfies the conditions of (H5), passing to a subsequence, we can suppose that N(u") -> w . Therefore Lun -* w and un -► L~xw := u . Clearly Lu = N(u) and u ■£ 0.
Theorem 2.1. Under the hypotheses (HI) to (H5), there exists u e H such that Lu = N(u) and u ^ 0.
The idea of the proof is to find a nontrivial critical point of the function
The first step is a kind of Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction. Let P denote the orthogonal projection onto //+ . is strictly concave and lim||u;||_00 f(w) --oo . Hence there exists g(v) e //_ verifying (2.1). Since g(v) is a critical point of fi,, it satisfies (2.2). Finally, the implicit function theorem shows that g e CX(H+, //_).
Indeed, g(v)
is the unique w satisfying Lw -(I -P)N(v + w) = 0. The derivative of the left member with respect to w is the operator defined on //_ by dw -> Ldw -(I -P)N'(v + w)dw . This operator is selfadjoint; indeed,
for all dw e //_ , we can conclude that its inverse exists and is bounded.
Let us introduce the function F defined on //+ by F(v) = J(v + g(v)
). The next lemma allows us to restrict our attention to the critical points of F . with Hull = 1. There exists t > 0 such that F(tv) < 0 (and so the third point holds). Indeed, consider a sequence {/"} such that tn -► oc. Setting un -tnv + g(t"v) and wn = m"/||m"|| , we have ||ua"|| = 1 and so, passing to a subsequence, w" -* w = w+ + W-, where w± e H± . The subsequence can be chosen so that one of the following cases occurs: \\g(tnv)\\/tn -► +oc or \\g{tnv)\\/tn -► k > 0. In the first case, for n sufficiently large, we get
<0.
In the second case, r"/||w"|| -» p = (1 +k2)~xl2 > 0 and so w = pv + W-^ 0. 
Example
We shall now apply the general theory developed in §2 to prove the existence of a weak solution for equation (1.4) . The Hilbert space H considered here is the Sobolev space //'(M3). The operator 5:0(5)cL2(l3)^L2(l3), defined by D(S) = /72(R3) and Su = -Aw + pu with p e L°°(K3) periodic, is selfadjoint. Its spectrum is purely continuous, bounded from below and o(S) n E+ ^ 0. We suppose that p is such that 0 g a(S). We associate with S the operator L defined on H by
L is selfadjoint, continuous, invertible and cr(L)nR+ ^ 0 (the relation between S and L is discussed in [3] ).
In order to study the nonlinear part, we need the following remark. 4 Jw Jw \x -y\ It remains to check the hypotheses (HI) to (H5). Thanks to (3.1), we have tp(u) < ||M||i2(R3)Cmax{||u||i4(R3), ||M|lis/3(RJ)} < C||w||4 < oo.
Moreover, tf> e C2(H, R), V</> = N, and
The hypothesis (H2) is also easy to check. It is easy to conclude, using the density of C0°°(R3) in //'(R3) and (3.1).
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We deduce from Lemma 3.1 that (N'(u)v, v) > 0 for all u,v e H. Consequently cp is convex. Moreover (f)(0) = 0 => u = 0 and (H3) is verified. For w, v e H, we have Vx e R3 and Vaz e N. Since the inclusion Hx(B(x,R)) c L4(B(x, R)) is compact, this shows that the subsequence tin can be chosen so that f"(x) -* f(x), Vx e R3. Then by dominated convergence we can conclude that lim ||(/«-/>||z.2(R3) = 0.
n->oo * '
